Pomp and Privation in Victorian India
KAPIL KOMIREDDI

This essay examines British colonial rule in late nineteenth-century India through the lens of two
contemporaneous artefacts. Each vivifies a reality that complicates the message sought to be advanced by the
other. The first artefact, a lavishly illustrated book commemorating the opulent Proclamation Durbar of 1877,
clarifies the self-image of a benignant empire in India crafted by the colonial apparatus for audiences in
Britain. The second, a photograph of starving children during the Great Famine of 1876-1878—through the
course of which an estimated ten million Indians perished—conveys the experiences of the colonised peoples
under the reign of Queen Victoria as she formally assumed the title of Empress of India.

Pomp returned to Delhi on New Year’s Day of 1887, when the former capital of the
Mughals, reduced only two decades before to nonentity by the British in retaliation for the
Great Rebellion of 1857, hosted the most extravagant spectacle in the subcontinent’s living
memory: the Proclamation Durbar.1 The principal function of the of the 1877 Durbar, at
which Queen Victoria was formally proclaimed Kaiser-e-Hind,2 was the solemnisation,
through elaborate ritual, of India’s reconfigured relationship to Britain. In choosing Delhi—a
city ‘for ever bound up with the history of India’—as the site of the investiture ceremony, the
British were seeking to project their rule as a continuation of, not a departure from, India’s
past and traditions, which, after the Durbar, would become ‘interwoven with those of the
English people’.3
The official history of the Durbar was published the same year in the form of a handsome
book. Written by J. Talboys Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage at Delhi, Held on the 1st
January, 1877, to Celebrate the Assumption of the title of Empress of India by Her Majesty the Queen: Including
Historical Sketches of India and Her Princes Past and Present (fig. 1) was sumptuously illustrated with 26

mounted Woodburytypes; a studio portrait each of Queen Victoria, Lord Lytton,4 and
eleven Indian ‘chieftains’; scenes of the Durbar; and maps and views of Delhi. The book was
bound in royal blue cloth, and the title and accompanying cover decorations engraved in
ornate gilt. As a commodity, it was a fitting tribute to the splendour of the event it
memorialised.

The Durbars were a colonial invention – pre-colonial traditions of court borrowed as templates for
the public consecration of relations between the British crown and its native agents. The Proclamation
Durbar was known also as the Imperial Assemblage. For a brisk account of the Durbars of the Raj, see
Pran Neville, Sahibs’ India: Vignettes from the Raj (Delhi, 2010), pp. 120-131.
2 Empress of India.
3 J.T. Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage at Delhi, Held on the 1st January, 1877, to Celebrate the
Assumption of the title of Empress of India by Her Majesty the Queen: Including Historical Sketches of India and Her
Princes Past and Present (London, 1877), pp. 2-3.
4 Viceroy and Governor-General of India (1876-1880).
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The book was more than a mere chronicle of the Durbar, however. Wheeler, having already
published several histories of India,5 was averse to confining himself to the production of an
‘official narrative’. His ambition was to use the book as a vehicle to propagate ‘a history’ of
the Durbar, written ‘by the light of the history of India’, that depicted the British as the
rightful custodians of India’s heritage, distinct from, and superior to, the Mughals. Wheeler
believed that India’s pre-colonial Muslim rulers operated a ‘monstrous system of oppression
and extortion, which none but Asiatics could have practiced or endured’, a system in which
‘the Hindoos were slaves in the hands of grinding task masters, foreigners who knew not how
to pity or to spare’.6 In contrast, the nineteenth century—characterised by the ascent of the
British—‘witnessed the regeneration of India’. The Proclamation Durbar, symbolising the
completion of India’s transition from the barbaric reign of the Mughals to the enlightened
rule of the British, was therefore ‘the crowning event of the century’.7
Wheeler’s energetic survey of India’s history—covering with the Sanskrit epics, the Ramayana
and the Mahabharata, and the major pre-colonial powers: Rajput, Maratha, Mughal—was
followed by a relatively concise but evocative description of the Proclamation Day. At the site
of the proclamation, a turf-covered plain on the outskirts of Delhi, three imposing tented
structures had been erected. The centrepiece of the arrangement—a plush hexagonal tent
240 feet in diameter, mounted on an elevated base of masonry, and draped in blue, red and
gold—was the Throne Pavilion, designated for use by the Viceroy. Facing the Throne
Pavilion was a semi-circular ‘Amphitheatre’—roughly 800 feet long and divided into thirtysix compartments, each pillar and every corner of the structure displaying an imperial
crown—for the reception of European officials and Indian nobility. Behind the Throne
Pavilion was a raised blue tent for the invited spectators.8 At noon on 1 January 1877 Lytton,
accompanied by his entourage, arrived at the scene of the proclamation. The guests rose.
The bands played the national anthem as the Viceroy inspected the guard of honour. He
then proceeded to the Throne Pavilion where Queen Victoria was proclaimed Empress of
India.9
The History of the Imperial Assemblage confers dignity on the Durbar by treating it not as an event
but as a process—the intermingling of cultures and races ‘as was never witnessed before’.10 It
endows the colonial adventure with the grandeur of a civilising purpose, on account of which
‘India of the nineteenth century is becoming like England of to-day’.11 What Wheeler
understated was the extravagance of the Durbar, alluding only to ‘hospitalities’ that were
limited to dinners for 120 persons at a time,12 when in fact the celebrations gained notoriety

Stephen Wheeler, ‘Wheeler, James Talboys (1824–1897)’ Rev. David Washbrook, Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography, ed. H. C. G. Matthew and Brian Harrison (Oxford, 2004) online, ed. Lawrence
Goldman (May 2015) <http://ezproxy-prd.bodleian.ox.ac.uk:2167/view/article/29187> [22 Feb.
2016].
6 The Times of India (31 Jan 1876).
7 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, p. 70.
8 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, pp. 71-73.
9 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, p. 75.
10 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, p. 73.
11 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, p. 70.
12 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, p. 123.
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for providing ‘the most colossal and expensive meal in world history’: a week-long feast for
68,000 guests.13 Mention of the Great Famine,14 which was worsening as Wheeler completed
his assignment, is rare in The History of the Imperial Assemblage, straying into the narrative on no
more than three occasions, in glozing passages that, far from even hinting at the extent of the
crisis in the country, portray Lord Lytton as a competent and caring leader.15
Wheeler’s book was a commercial and critical success in its intended market. No sooner had
it been published than The Times of London pitched it to the newspaper’s readers as the
‘present for the year’.16 Within India, however, away from Delhi, the Proclamation Durbar
was viewed with antipathy. The native newspaper Shivaji, printed in Marathi, called the
celebrations a symptom of ‘Excessive Pride’, expressing astonishment that the government
selected a year of ‘dire calamities to celebrate the proclamation of a new pompous title by
grand and gorgeous ceremonies and to squander about two crore rupees on these tamashas
and festivities’.17 Even the Madras Times, a British-run newspaper sympathetic to the
government, was appalled, warning in ‘unmistakable terms that there is a time for weeping as
well as for rejoicing’.18
To William Digby, an official of the British crown in the Madras Presidency, the ‘spectacular
splendour’ of the Proclamation Durbar was matched only by the ‘unequalled scenes of death
and disaster’ occurring concurrently in peninsular India. Digby estimated that ‘65,000
subjects of the Queen-Empress died of starvation’ even as ‘preparations were being made for
the proclamation of Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain as Empress of India, and whilst
the ceremonies were actually in progress’.19
One of the most haunting photographs of the effects of the starvation alluded to by Digby is
also among the most choreographed images of the Great Famine. ‘Forsaken’ (fig. 2) was
taken in the early months of 1877 in Bellary, in southern India, by W.W Hooper, a colonel
in the British Army with a stellar reputation for photography. Hooper had arrived in India in
1858, the year in which the subcontinent became a crown colony. Lord Canning, Britain’s
first Viceroy in India, had by then begun a collection of photographs with the aim of
cataloguing extensively India and its peoples. Hooper’s contributions to the eight-volume

Mike Davis, Late Victorian Holocausts: El Nino Famines and the Making of the Third World (London, 2001),
p. 28.
14 Also known as the Great Madras Famine of 1876-1878.
15 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, p. 96.
16 The Times (3 December 1877), p. 3. When Wheeler’s son, Stephen, published a history of the
Coronation Durbar of 1903, Lord Curzon, comparing it to J. Talboy Wheeler’s book, called it ‘a most
inferior performance. How well the old school wrote, and how badly their degenerate successors’ –
quoted in J.F. Codell, ‘Gentlemen connoisseurs and capitalists: modern British imperial identity in the
1903 Delhi Durbar's exhibition of Indian art’, Cultural Identity and the Aesthetics of Britishness, ed. Dana
Arnold (Manchester, 2004), p. 156.
17 Quoted in NN Rao, Famines and Relief Administration: A Case Study of Coastal Andhra, 1858-1901 (Delhi,
1997), p. 120.
18 Quoted in Rao, Famines and Relief Administration, p. 120.
19 William Digby, The Famine Campaign in Southern India, Madras and Bombay Presidencies and Province of
Mysore (London, 1878), vol. I, p. 45.
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book that emerged from Canning’s efforts were substantial. By the time famine erupted in
southern India, Cooper had attained considerable recognition.20
Cooper arrived on the scene in Madras just as an aid worker complained to Digby that
nothing ‘but a photographic picture could convey an adequate representation’ of the starving
people.21 The photographs of the Great Famine taken by Hooper, however, were mostly
staged. The purpose of the photographs was not solely to stir the conscience of Britain. They
were commercial products intended to lend depth to newspaper stories about the famine—
and perhaps even to satisfy the ‘morbid curiosity’ of readers.22
‘Forsaken’ is freighted with the weight of Hooper’s ambition. The landscape is parched, and
terrifyingly bleak. The vacancy in the background is only accentuated by the desiccated
trunk and roots of the peepul.23 At the base of the trunk are two severely malnourished
children, like skeletons with skin pulled over them. One is lying down, possibly asleep, on
what looks like an emptied out sack of grain. The other, perched in an alcove in the roots,
stares hypnotically in the direction of the camera. To his left are fragments of cookware. To
his right, standing on an exposed root and intently studying the scene before it, is a crow.
The sinuous roots of the peepul are like the tresses of death, poised to engulf the children
sheltering in their shade.
Very little is known about ‘Forsaken’; but what is difficult to conceal is the heavy ‘artistry’ of
its composition. It is Hooper’s pursuit of perfection—prompting him to place suffering
people in service of the ideal shot—rather than fidelity to the truth that is the dominant
theme of this photograph. Hooper was known to spend a long time composing shots, and he
dispersed his subjects without paying or feeding them. His methods were satirised and
attacked in the London press.24
It may be tempting to dismiss Hooper as a precursor to the modern, camera-bearing
‘spectator of calamities’.25 But, at the time, ‘Forsaken’ formed an important part of a set of
Hooper’s photographs that helped intensify the campaign to spread awareness in civilian
Britain of the Madras Famine—and challenge the sceptics who, invested emotionally in ideas
of a gallant and benign empire absorbed from such roseate portraits as Wheeler’s The History
of the Imperial Assemblage, had reacted from the beginning with scepticism to the tales of horror
emanating from southern India. As one newspaper commented on Hooper’s photographs:
We have now before us some of those photographs, and it is much to be
wished that people who still delude themselves with the idea that the

For a detailed biography of Hooper, see John Falconer, ‘Willoughby Wallace Hooper: A Craze
About Photography’, The Photographic Collector, 4 (1984), 258-286.
21 Quoted in Falconer, ‘Willoughby Wallace Cooper: A Craze About Photography’, pp. 259-260.
22 Kathleen Howe, “Hooper, Colonel Willoughby Wallace (1837-1912), Encyclopaedia of NineteenthCentury Photography, ed. John Hanavay (London, 2008), pp. 713-714; Z.R. Chaudhary, Afterimage of
Empire: Photography in Nineteenth-Century India (University of Minnesota Press, 2012), pp. 161-168.
23 Bo tree.
24 Chaudhary, Afterimage of Empire, p.169; Howe, p. 713; Hooper was the subject a controversy arising
from photographs he took in Burma after leaving in India.
25 Susan Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others (London, 2003), p. 16.
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famine, if it has any existence at all, has been greatly exaggerated, could
see them, and they would lay aside that notion for good.26
Hopes that the state might intervene in Madras ‘if members of Government [saw] the living
skeletons’ did not, however, materialise.27 Hooper’s visual representations of the famine,
including ‘Forsaken’, proved as futile in provoking governmental action as handwritten
petitions. This was largely because powerful organs in Britain and in India pushed the view
that interfering to alleviate the economic condition of the starving masses would only
encourage sloth among the native populace. Sir Richard Temple, lieutenant-governor of the
Bengal Presidency, was severely rebuked for his relief effort during the 1874 famine in
Bengal. The Economist upbraided him for ‘undertak[ing] to say to an Oriental nation … that it
is the duty of the Government to keep them alive, and we have yet to learn what an effect
this sudden policy may have in diminishing the ingrained prudence which is their principal
virtue’.28 Sir Richard, nominated by Lord Lytton at the Proclamation Durbar to report on
the Madras Famine,29 set about redeeming his reputation among advocates of the free
market by making it practically impossible for those affected by famine to obtain relief.30
Wheeler had justified tacitly the commencement of the Proclamation Durbar during a
famine by adducing the excesses of the Mughal durbars—‘often little better than excuses for
extortion’—which required the ‘princes and nobles of India … to impoverish themselves’.31
But, as a contemporary of Wheeler’s found, the misery experienced by Indians during the
Great Famine was virtually unprecedented because of the added burden of financing Lord
Lytton’s war in Afghanistan.32 The famine spread to the North-West Provinces where, it was
alleged in Parliament, ‘no less than a million and a quarter of men, women, and children
perished of hunger’, unable to pay the revenue collectors who had been dispatched to ‘wring
the utmost farthing that was due from them’.33
The railways, celebrated by Wheeler in his history of the Durbar as a momentous British gift
to India that was ‘helping to draw people nearer and nearer to the paramount’,34 in fact
compounded the effects of the famine by enabling the rapid transfer of grain away from areas
that most needed it.35 Juland Danvers, director of Indian Railways, explained in a report
published in 1877 that, just as Britain had extracted jute from India during the Crimean war,
the ‘same may now happen with respect to wheat … with the assistance of regular and cheap

Quoted in Francoise Reynaud, The Tree in Photographs (Getty, 2010), p. 12.
Quoted in Falconer, ‘Willoughby Wallace Cooper: A Craze About Photography’, pp. 259-260.
28 The Economist (4 July 1874), p. 802.
29 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, p. 96.
30 Davis, Late Victorian Holocausts, pp. 36-43.
31 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, p. 93.
32 The Second Anglo-Afghan War, 1878-1880.
33 H.C. Deb, vol. 53 (22 February 1898), cc 1384-428.
34 Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage, p. 70.
35 Stuart Sweeney, ‘Indian Railways and Famine, 1875-1914: Magic Wheels and Empty Stomachs’,
Economic and Business History, 26 (2008), 148-158.
26
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transport, [India] will be ready to meet any demand that may be made upon it’.36 At the
height of the famine, India’s wheat exports to Britain doubled (Table 1).
1875: 308
1876: 757

Table 1. India’s wheat exports to Britain (1000s of quarters)37

An estimated ten million Indians died in the Great Famine of 1866-1868.38 ‘When the part
played by the British Empire in the 19th century is regarded by the historian 50 years hence’,
William Digby trenchantly noted in 1878, ‘the unnecessary deaths of millions of Indians
would be its principal and most notorious monument’.39 The famine led to a period of deep
introspection, resulting in the creation of a comprehensive famine code,40 but it did not
significantly erode the profound belief within Britain that colonial rule existed to ameliorate
the lives of the colonised. In the contest between the comforting self-image of the British
Empire in India, exemplified by Wheeler’s history of the Proclamation Durbar, and the vast
potential for human suffering contained in its laissez-faire policies—epitomised by Hooper’s
‘Forsaken’—the former proved more formidable than the latter. This helps explains why, in
1943, more than half a century after the Great Famine and roughly the point at which Digby
prophesied a mass remembrance of the victims of the Great Famine of 1876-1878, three
million Indians were allowed to perish in yet another famine in Bengal.41 Winston Churchill,
head of the government during the Bengal Famine of 1943, embodied Wheeler’s romantic
view of the empire and Sir Richard Temple’s indifference to the plight of its subjects.
Churchill’s claim have ‘the keenest realisation of the great work which England [is] doing in
India’—and his deference for Britain’s ‘high mission to rule [India’s] primitive but agreeable
races for their welfare’—existed alongside an intransigent disregard for the persistent appeals
for famine relief from India.42
Collectively, Wheeler’s The History of the Imperial Assemblage and Hooper’s “Forsaken” shed
light on the deeply conflicting ways in which the Raj in Victorian India was experienced by
its British supervisors and Indian agents, and the ordinary subjects who financed its survival.
They reveal too the capacity of grand narratives to corrupt their consumers—to breed a
vision capable simultaneously of conceiving civilising enterprises and inflicting irremediable
harm on civilisations.

Quoted in Cornelius Walford, The Famines of the World: Past and Present (London, 1879), p. 126.
Walford, The Famines of the World, p. 127.
38 Tirthankar Roy, The Economic History of India: 1857 – 1947 (Oxford, 2000), p. 294.
39 Quoted in Davis, Late Victorian Holocausts, p. 8.
40 L. Brennan, ‘The Development of the Indian Famine Codes: Personalities, Politics, and Policies’, in
Famine as a Geographical Phenomenon, ed. Bruce Currey & Graeme Hugo (Reidel, 1984), pp. 91-111.
41 The Famine Code, in spite of the experience of the Great Famine, was not activated in 1943. See
Janam Mukherjee, Hungry Bengal: War, Famine and the End of Empire (Hurst, 2015), p. 30.
42 Quoted in Arthur Herman, Gandhi and Churchill: The Rivalry that Destroyed an Empire and Forged Our Age
(London, 2009), p. 92. For a detailed account of Churchill’s role in the Bengal Famine, see
Madhushree Mukherjee, Churchill’s Secret War: The British Empire and the Ravaging of India During World
War II (New York, 2010).
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Figure 1. J. Talboys Wheeler, The History of the Imperial Assemblage at Delhi, held on the 1st January 1877,
British Library, London. Photo by Author.

Figure 2. William Willoughby Hooper, Forsaken, 1877, photographic print. Bellary, India. Out of
copyright.
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